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Morphological properties of the spatial layout of factories – A key 
determinant in setting the emergency escape routes for evacuation 

Dr. Farida Nilufar1; Shuhana Sharmin Choiti2 

ABSTRACT 
Ready Made Garments (RMG) sector has significant contribution to the socio-economic development of 
Bangladesh. However, this sector is subjected to fire hazard which has been identified as one of the major 
vulnerability causing death to a huge number of workers. Therefore, in addition to common concerns of factory 
design like efficiency and functionality, tackling fire issues are also considered as an important determinant of 
spatial layout. As spatial grid is a generator of movement, the spatial layout of factory buildings has significant 
impact on directing all types of movement of the occupants including evacuation. Fire drill is a preventive procedure 
to train-up the occupants aiming a smooth evacuation in order to reduce the vulnerability of fire. Along with fire 
fighting measures, the ‘spatial layout’ of a factory building especially its morphology has a significant role to ensure 
the effectiveness of fire drills. It is recognized that a suitable spatial layout may help the process of fire drill to be 
more effective. 

This research has examined the ‘spatial layout’ of six RMG factory buildings particularly their production areas and 
observed occupants’ movement during fire drills. Space Syntax methods, both axial and visual graph analysis, have 
been applied to determine the morphological attributes of spatial layouts and to identify possible route of ‘natural 
movements’ of occupants. An agent-based simulation has also been undertaken following the theory of Space 
Syntax to identify the possible routes of evacuation movement determined by the spatial grid in relation to exits. 
Finally, by comparing the observed and simulated movement data in relation to the basic morphological attributes of 
the spatial layout, this research identified that the significant morphological characteristics, like axial and visual 
integration as well as connectivity, of a spatial layout can be good indicators in selecting location of primary aisles 
and exit doors. These primary aisles as regular movement routes have significant influence on the cognition of the 
workers. Being selected as part of evacuation route, these aisles play an important role in preparing an effective 
evacuation plan for RMG factories. Moreover, morphological attributes of exits location also have major impact in 
ensuring safe and effective evacuation. However, the cumulative paths yielded from both conditions, i.e. virtual and 
observed, differs considerably, which apparently contradicts studies demonstrating that movement patterns in virtual 
and real conditions correlate. In fact, ‘evacuation movement’ in this study was highly task oriented, i.e. reaching the 
exit doors within a shortest time, was different from other non-task oriented behaviours. Theoretically evacuation 
movements supposed to follow restricted routes as oppose to free routes of ‘natural movement’; however, it can be 
suggested here that to ensure an effective escape route, the ‘evacuation movement’ should correspond to ‘natural 
movement’ for which the inmates would be confident to follow those being familiar. Moreover, the configuration of 
space needs to accommodate the primary aisles and exit doors in such a manner that these important elements of 
evacuation are located in accessible and connected locations within the visual field of the occupants. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Bangladesh is a top global exporter of Ready Made Garments (RMG) which provided more than five million direct 
jobs, 16 percent of GDP, and more than 81 percent of foreign exchange earnings in FY2013-2014 (Kiron, 2015; 
Rahman, et. al 2017). Along with some other issues, fire hazard has been identified as a major vulnerability in this 
sector. In the present context, compliance to fire safety is utmost requirement of the factory buildings, particularly in 
the production areas where a huge number of workers are employed. In this regard, a number of rules and 
legislations had been adopted in Bangladesh National Building Code (BNBC, 1993, 2006 Draft 2015); Buildings 
Construction Act (2008), Labor Act (2006) and Accord Manual (2014) to control fire hazard in existing RMG 
factories. In formulating these rules the International Codes and Standards, particularly NFPA (2006), are largely 
considered. According to BNBC each and every building shall have an emergency evacuation protocol, first aid 
firefighting plan, training and responsibilities of the occupants complemented with the provisions provided there in 
guideline. Now days, every factory has their Fire safety and Evacuation Plans, which is a comprehensive tool to 
fight emergency situations. One important aspect of this Plan is the diagram indicating routes of escape which is 
generally termed as ‘Escape Routes’ or Emergency Evacuation Pathway. Here, authority like Department of 
Inspection for Factories and Establishments (DIFE) is responsible to approve Machine Layout of RMG Factories to 
issue License for Production and Fire Service and Civil Defense (FSCD) is responsible to certify the ‘Fire Safety 
and Emergency Evacuation Plan’ of each factory for their functioning. As part of Fire safety and Evacuation Plans, 
the layout of Escape Route is posted on walls and marked on floors of each level of the factories showing the escape 
routes for its occupants. Besides, as per code Fire Drill is exercised to practice the evacuation from a building during 
a fire or other emergency. According to rules, drills need to be conducted at intervals to familiarize occupants with 
the plans; which again increases the probability of a successful evacuation during an actual emergency.  

 

Studies show that most of the factories in Bangladesh don’t ensure adequate training to the workers regarding fire 
emergency and lack of proper fire drill results into a panic, disoriented crowd, stampede, and death (Tahmina, 
2009). The layout of the escape route is the main spatial determinant of the fire drill which again has immense 
impact on evacuees’ behavior. To ensure safe and orderly evacuation prescribed escape route in each factory 
building should have significant relation with the configuration of the production area (Chao, 2001). Because the 
configuration not only determines and navigate how people will move through space but also the understanding of it 
is also important for predicting congestion, for evacuation planning, pedestrian traffic and crowd control (Hillier, 
2007; Turner, 2007). Hence, the objective of this paper is set to analyze the spatial layouts (plans) of existing factory 
buildings; and to evaluate the prescribed ‘Escape Routes’ in relation to the morphological properties of individual 
production floors. It is also intended to observe the behavioral pattern of the workers, i.e. the trails of movement, 
particularly related to evacuation in the given morphology of the building through the observation of fire drills. 
Finally, by comparing the morphological properties of spatial layout of the production floors and related behavioral 
aspects, this research attempts to generate a few guidelines for effective layout of ‘Escape Routes’.  

 

2. EVACUTION MOVEMENT IN RELATION TO SPATIAL LAYOUT 
‘Escape route’ layout are generally guided by the codes for Fire Safety Plan, Means of Egress, Aisle and 
Passageway, Exit, Fire Door, Staircase, Occupant Load and Travel Length, which mainly guide the width of aisles; 
illumination of Escape Route; identification of Emergency Exits and maximum distance to Exits; area of fire 
compartments etc.. It is observed that during code formulation in most cases authorities ignored the cognitive and 
perceptual processes associated with movement and spatial behavior of crowds under emergency conditions (Pan, 
2006). Understanding the way in which pedestrians move around their environment is important for evacuation 
planning. Two main approaches have been developed to address the issue of pedestrian movement analysis, 
modeling and simulation. These are defined as ‘configurational analysis’ - to cover methods based on representing 
and quantifying aspects of the spatial configuration or morphology of the environment within which movement 
takes place; and ‘pedestrian simulation’ – to cover methods that seek to represent the individual pedestrian or the 
pedestrian population (Penn and Turner, 2001). The first type of the approaches focuses on the physical 
environment. The second type of the approaches takes human behavioral issues into consideration in which micro-
simulations at the level of building are constructed for fire evacuation and crowding situations. These behavioral 
approaches determine the ‘route choice behavior’ based on fixed pairs of origin-destination for agents in which ideal 
paths to the destination are generally chosen thus representing a ‘programmed movement’ (Penn and Turner 2001). 
In general, in such computer models, like EVACNET, MASSEgress, PEDFLOW, SpaceSensor, STEPS etc. (Haron, 
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2012), configurational morphological issues are less considered which, indeed, has immense impact on route choice 
and evacuation.  

 

Among the configurational approaches ‘Space Syntax’ analysis by Hillier and Hanson (1984) is leading which tries 
to explain the configurational properties in describing the movement patterns. (Hillier, et. al 1987)  Depthmap is a 
programme developed by Space Syntax Group which captures nothing except the geometry of configuration of 
space in the environment. Hiller’s argument follows that the configuration of grid; i.e. the spatial configuration, is 
the way in which the spatial element of the movement corridors streets, square or nodes, alley and circulation aisles 
are linked together to form some kind of global pattern. Hillier’s research findings relating pattern of pedestrian and 
vehicular movement to urban form suggest that spatial configuration is the primary aspect of urban form which 
accounts for a preference for certain spaces over others as path for through movement. Thus Hillier suggest the 
configuration of the urban grid itself is the main generator of pattern of movement (Hillier et. al 1993; Desyllas and 
Duxbury, 2001). ‘Natural movement’ is the proportion of observable movement along line that is produced by the 
structure of the grid rather than the other attractors. Therefore, in any urban system the movement generated by the 
grid configuration is so basic that Hiller proposes the term ‘Natural movement’. Thus, Hillier and Hanson (1984) 
have argued that the logical view is that configuration of grid which leads to a pattern of movement and thus the 
measures of space can be a good predictor in assessing movement patterns. Same as urban grid, the spatial 
configuration of circulation aisles are accepted as movement generators in architectural morphology. Following 
Hillier’s proposition, Space Syntax researches identified that human movement follows the structure of the spatial 
configuration inside buildings (Hillier, et. al 1993). This research, therefore, used the Depthmap programme to 
explain the spaces in Production area of a RMG Factory preferred for ‘natural movement’ i.e. the aisles which the 
occupants preferred for major movement during their daily activities.  
 

In addition to the ‘natural movement’, there are another type of movement that occurs during emergency; i.e. the 
evacuation movement. An agent-based simulation is ran in the research to generate the probable evacuation trails 
following the morphological cues, which will be tested with  movement data of the workers during fire drill. Such 
combined technique of space syntax platform, i.e. axial analysis and VGA, is suggested as a good predictor of 
movement analysis (Turner and Penn, 2002). In this case evacuation situation will be analyzed with necessary 
considerations in setting the parameters in agent-based analysis of Depthmap.  
 

It is recognized that human movement during evacuation has important relation with the idea of shortest route as 
people wants to evacuate in shortest time which again depends on length of route, although evacuation time again 
depends on many behavioral determinants. It is important to note that movements in case of evacuation are guided 
by certain evacuation principles, among which escape route in respective floors has vital impact. The escape routes, 
posted as part of Evacuation Plan, needs to be the shortest route, in general. Over and above the inherent 
morphological attributes, Escapes routes mostly follow some special morphological cues, like location and number 
of Exits in relation to layout of machines and the configuration of aisles. The configuration of circulation spaces in 
production floor is in general a by-product of machine layout. Therefore, the inherent morphological character of the 
production floor, like ‘Integration’ and ‘Connectivity’ in terms of Space Syntax, has immense impact to understand 
the spaces and to use those. In any case, identification of shortest routes will give idea of probable movement trails 
during evacuation within shortest time. Therefore, trails are examined here and compared with the counts of the real 
life observation during fire drills. The correlation between simulated and observed movement will be high if 
behavioral issues are less prominent. On the other hand, best evacuation trail should coincide with the route of 
natural movement, i.e. the Primary Aisles, so that occupants will never fail to notice them.  In spite of all, in case of 
significant discrepancies between two types of movement, spatial arrangements demands major rearrangements.  
However, all these ideas pin down to the ‘Escape Route’ which act as the guide during evacuation and at present is 
being planned by the factory management, who has little knowledge of the spatial settings in RMG factories in 
Bangladesh. 

 

3. METHODOLOGY  
In this research, following the purposive non-probability sampling method, six RMG Factories were selected from 
Dhaka region which were of three types, i.e. A, B and C type, based on their number of exits following BNBC3. 

                                                            
3 According to BNBC code, based on number of occupants, production floors were categorized in to ‘Three Types’, having 2/3/4 
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Besides, factories were of varying sizes in terms of the number of workers and were housed in purpose-built multi-
storied buildings in which emergency evacuation would have a degree of complexity compared to a single storied 
building. In each case, individual Production Floor was selected based on the higher density of workers in which 
escape scenario was relatively complicated.  (Nilufar, 2016; Choiti, 2018) 

 

In order to attain the stated objectives, this research follows three steps:  (i) Reconnaissance Survey of Factory under 
study; (ii) Observation of Fire Drill and (iii) Spatial Analysis of Production Floor Plans. During reconnaissance 
survey along with basic data on the cases (Table:1), the functional layout of machines and other furniture along with 
circulation aisles in the production floor was plotted in the floor plans; thus the configuration of space was generated 
for spatial analysis. (Fig: 1) Besides, the prescribed Evacuation Plan and the location of Exits were also recorded as 
shown with arrows in Fig: 2. In next step, Fire Drills were observed while evacuation movement patterns were 
counted in Gate method (Table: 2) for which the gates were selected based on information from reconnaissance 
survey. Overall incidence of fire drill was documented using data sheet and was recorded by video.  A short 
questionnaire survey conducted on evacuees was followed. Finally configuration of space was analyzed with Space 
Syntax methodology. The escape routes depicted as part of the evacuation plan has been evaluated in relation to the 
morphological attributes of spaces, both by axial as well visibility analysis. Besides, observed and agent-based 
simulated4 movement data were compared and analyzed in relation to the morphological attributes of the escape 
route. (Nilufar, 2016; Choiti, 2018) 

 

4.0 DESCRIPTION OF CASES: 

 
Table: 1: Summery of basic information of case studies. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
number of exits. The allowable occupancy load for type A category with two stairs is 500 or less; for type B category with three 
stairs is 501 to 1000 and for Type C with four stairs is more than 1000 [Draft BNBC, 2015]. 
4   To model the Evacuation scenario in this research, the Exit doors are selected as entry points and agents are allowed to move 
within given spatial configuration. Thus the whole scenario of evacuation is conceived in reversed; and agents’ movement traces 
and respective gate counts of generated movement are considered as representative of an evacuation scenario. The whole escape 
route layout is converted into grid in approximation to the size human step. Each agent has a ‘through vision’ having a field of 
view of 15 bins [about 170 degree field of view].
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The production floors in the purpose built-buildings were mostly open plans comprised of three sections: Cutting, 
Sewing, and Ironing. There were also folding and packing areas in part of the floors. In between there were 
inspection or quality control areas. In some cases offices, storage and services were also located in the same floor 
with some sort of partitioning. Individual workers were stationed at their work stations with sewing machines. Some 
were stationed with long cutting tables. Others were involved in checking and ironing at their work stations. A 
number of staffs in charge of management or security were found moving along the aisles. Only in Case-2, instead 
of typical workstation the operators were moving within a short radius to monitor the production process of the 
automated knitting machines.  

 
Figure: 1:  Spatial Configuration of Cases in relation to Primary and Secondary Aisles and location of Exit Door (Not in same Scale) 

 
In code, a pathway between rows of seats or workstation is called aisle. In case of RMG factory the aisles in the 
production area acts as part of a means of egress to access the exit from any location within the workplace. 
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According to BNBC (2006) there are two types of aisles to meet safety and the minimum width of aisles specified 
as:  Seats on both sides of the aisle 1 m; and seats on one side of the aisle 0.9. m (Clause 3.8.4). However, this 
research identified two distinct types of aisles in RMG factories based on their functional role and termed those as 
Primary and Secondary Aisles. In operational definition, Secondary Aisles are directly approached from 
workstation; and Primary Aisles are approached from Secondary Aisles and connect to exit doors. In some cases 
workstations were also aligned along one or both sides of primary aisles. In general these aisles were continuous and 
unobstructed circulation paths between furniture. In few cases column were oddly placed inside the circulation aisles 
which reduced the required width on both side of the column. Exit doors located along with primary aisles were 
accessed either directly or from a lobby space. In some cases it required an extra turn to enter when the exit doors 
were placed along the primary aisle. On the contrary, evacuees exited directly while the exit doors were placed 
perpendicular to the aisles. Figure: 1 describes the configuration of space in six cases along with location of primary 
and secondary aisles; and exit doors. 
 

5. FIRE-DRILL AND OBSERVED MOVEMENT  
This part discusses the observations on fire drill which was initiated by FSCD officials by creating a false fire, then 
fire alarm was rung and the process of evacuation started. The evacuation time of all the cases was less then 
recommended time, i.e. 2.5 min. The gate count values and pattern of movement obtained from observation of fire 
drill are included in Table: 2 and Fig: 2. It has been revealed that the comprehensive Evacuation Plan was 
communicated to the workers during training but they were not closely familiar with the Escape Routes. Many 
workers were found least aware of the route map posted on walls and corresponding directions in the floors. 
Workers rather followed the verbal instructions and memorized the simple directions of fire wardens, like ‘take the 
nearest stair’, ‘follow others’. It has been informed that the managements did not want to overwhelm the workers 
with information.  
 

In general, evacuation movement was one directional along the aisles. However, the physical characteristics of aisles 
had influence on the observed movement, like short aisles in case study-5 had puzzled the workers and misguided 
their route; while in the same case long aisles again forcing to take precarious attempt during movement; and dead 
end aisles causing back flow in case study-6. In fact, long aisles were marked with reverse arrows at the middle but 
workers rarely followed the prescribed arrows; rather chaotic and disoriented movements took place along long 
aisles. In some cases, a number of workers skipped the evacuation pathway and jumped over or slither under the 
table to reach the exit door other than following the regimental routes of long aisles. Indeed, the number of turns in 
the primary aisles seems reduce the speed and hampers the flow of the movement. Congestions were generally 
observed near exit doors where primary aisles turned before reaching the exits. On the other hand, smooth 
evacuation occurred near exit doors that had straight access from primary aisles. From survey, it has been found out 
that the users’ perception about the fire drill considering vulnerability of fire and their cognition about the 
Evacuation Plan had significant impact on their performance during fire drill. Therefore, it seems important to 
ensure the proper direction of arrow to ensure perception of safety during the evacuation process. It has been 
identified that the length of aisles and exit door location in combination played an important role in present marking 
process. However, visibility and accessibility of exit doors along with their topological relation to the layout of the 
escape routes have attained little consideration.  

Table: 2. Gate count value of Observed Movement 

GATE COUNT VALUE AT SPECIFIC GATE POINTS 
GATE NO:  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

Case Study 01 96 0 0 6 56 14 8 7 6 0 1 0 9 73       

Case Study 02 76 8 3 3 14 0 9 16                   

Case Study 03 153 177 143 209 147 74 27 40 103 93 38 6 48 110 65 80   

Case Study 04 94 88 26 90 17 6 37 19 49 7 20 71 4 73       

Case Study 05 168 136 164 30 71 35 20 34 15 15 27 22 33 18 29 23 42 

Case Study 06 78 67 8 9 30 15 11 10 61 21 39             

  Gate Point on Primary Aisles   Gate Point on Secondary Aisles 
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Figure: 2: Direction of Escape Route with Gate Locations and Count of Observed Movement 
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Over and above the spatial attributes, lack of emergency light seriously impeded the evacuation movement in some 
cases. In general, natural light played an important role in evacuation by ensuring visibility. However, behavioural 
idiosyncrasy, like totally avoiding two exits in case study-2 by the workers; male workers’ preference for stair-4 in 
case study -3; and spatial issues like uneven distribution of workers between sewing and cutting zones in factories 
like case study 1, 3 and 5; aisles having width below code recommendation in case study- 4 and 5 and having 
columns within aisles in case study- 4 and 6 had remarkable impact on pattern of movement. In fact, arrows of 
escape routes had compelled many users to choose a different exit that they do not use regularly which resulted into 
longer evacuation time. This indicates that unfamiliarity with exits impose some impacts, such as indecision and 
delayed movement. Most importantly, it has been revealed that evacuation route should follow a familiar route to 
avoid inconveniences, thereby, ensuring efficiency. 

 

6.0. SPATIAL ANALYIS  
In this part, the escape routes depicted as part of the evacuation plan has been evaluated in relation to the 
morphological attributes of spaces, both by axial and visibility analysis. Besides observed and simulated movement 
data are compared and analyzed in relation to the morphological attributes of the escape route. Finally the aspects of 
spatial layout in relation to escape route are discussed below. 

 

6.1. ESCAPE ROUTE IN RELATION TO SPATIAL CONFIGURATION  
From axial analysis axially integrated (R=n) lines (Fig. 3) and from VGA visually integrated (R=n) and connected 
(CN) points are identified (Fig. 4, 5) and these spatial attribute of different aisles of the escape routes are compared. 
Special focus has been placed to the aisles which were performing as primary aisles as they collect inmates from 
different secondary aisles and connect to exit doors; therefore, their role in evacuation seems significant. It has been 
revealed that in case study- 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, i.e. except case study-1, most of the primary aisles of their existing 
escape routes correspond to highly integrated (R=n) lines. Inference can be drawn here that in these cases the 
existing primary aisles following the theory of ‘natural movement’ would carry major movement during day to day 
activity within the floor from every point to every other point and for this reason these aisles would be in significant 
position in the cognition of the users. Moreover, this correspondence also signifies that during evacuation when 
evacuees would be heading from secondary aisles to primary aisles, they would reach most accessible lines of the 
floor from their individual positions. Indeed, the primary aisles in each case study corresponded to highly connected 
(CN) points to a considerable degree.  

 

From this study it can be generalized that the location of fire exits needs to be determined in line with the primary 
aisles to help the evacuees to reach the exits while following there known routes, thereby ensuring ease of 
movement. Moreover, study reveals that connection to fire exits from primary aisles should avoid obstructions as 
well as the junctions should avoid any turning. Most remarkable concurrence occurred in the following positions - 
along the transverse primary aisle of case study 2 which directly linked to exit-1; the longitudinal primary aisle of 
case study-3 that directly linked to exit-1; and the longitudinal primary aisle of case study-5 which directly linked to 
exit-3. Major movement took place through these primary aisles which practically offered easy and fast movement. 
(Fig: 2, Table: 2) 

 

Apparently this simple correspondence of configuration to the escape route seems a product of the geometry of the 
layout which is characterized by rectilinear grid iron pattern of aisles. It is also revealed in this research that in spite 
of a common rectilinear grid pattern, in certain cases the alignment of primary aisles in relation to the direction of 
evacuation were poorly conceived. This was happened for some of the primary aisles in the layout of some cases 
where the highly accessible aisles, i.e. the highly integrated lines, having the character of primary aisle were found 
not connecting the fire exits; like the lower transverse aisle in Case Study- 1 and the central transverse aisle in Case 
Study- 6. (Fig: 3) As a result, without any direct connection to exits, the performance of these accessible lines as 
primary aisles was poor. This observation is again supported by the observed movement data in Table: 2.  
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Fig: 3. Axial Analysis:  Integration (R=n) of Case Studies. 

 

 
 

Fig: 4. Visual Graph Analysis: Integration (R=n) of Case Studies. 
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While the observed movement is checked in relation to the spatial integration (R=n) pattern shown in VGA, i.e. 
degree of accessibility of aisles; it is identified that, except case study -1, in all cases the major volume of movement 
took place along the integrated primary aisles. Their correlation (Sub-Table 3.5 in Table: 3) indicates that during 
evacuation majority of users followed the most accessible routes, i.e. the routes of ‘natural movement’ which was an 
outcome of configuration of space. In other words, workers’ preferred evacuation routes had significant 
correspondence to highly integrated primary aisles. However, this general condition showed inconsistency in a few 
places where major movement took place in less accessible aisles and vice versa. For example, a good volume of 
movement took place through the central longitudinal aisle of Case study-2 which had lower accessibility in terms of 
spatial integration. Whereas reverse situations were observed in another case where lower movement took place 
along highly integrated aisle, i.e. the rear transverse aisle in Case study-1. Compared to the general condition, these 
two cases can be considered as idiosyncrasies as in these case the high value integration aisles were not designed as 
primary aisle and lacked connection to exits. Over and above, correspondence of observed movement patterns with 
the spatial attributes indicates that workers usually take cues from morphological characteristics, like accessibility of 
aisles and connectivity of points.  

 
Fig: 5. Visual Graph Analysis: Connectivity (CN) of Case Studies 

 
Analysis of Spatial Intelligibility, which is correlation between visual Connectivity (CN) and Integration (R=n), 
helps to understand, how well the layout provides morphological clue while movement occurs through escape 
routes. Correlation coefficients (R2) values of six cases are plotted at ranges5 from no-correlation to weak, moderate 
and strong linear relation. Correlation coefficients for case study: 1, 3, 4 and 6 are respectively 0.392, 0.469, 0.489 
and 0.462; which is a moderate linear relationship indicating that connectivity has a reasonable impact as guidance 
to the spatial network and therefore as one shall move around the spaces, he will get sufficient information or clue 
about the Escape Route Layout. Case study 02 has a strong linear relationship (R2  = 0.739) which means 
connectivity is a good guide to integration and therefore as one shall move around the system will get good 

                                                            
5 Correlation coefficient R2 =0  no relationship, up to 0.3  weak relationship, up to 0.5 moderate relationship, up to 0.7  strong 

and up to 1 means perfect relationship (Deborah J. Rumsey, 2011) 
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information about the escape route layout. Case study 05 has weak linear relationship (R2  = 0.163) which means 
connectivity is no longer a guide to the integration of the system and therefore as one shall move around the system 
will get very poor information about the escape route layout.  

 

Here it is important to mention that all the cases under study were located in purpose built buildings and the ‘escape 
routes’ were laid by factory managements considering functional layout of RMG production; finally they were 
approved by the authority (DIFE). Here the overall performance of the escape routes during fire drill revealed that 
the layouts were rather intelligently laid in such a way that the arrangements of primary aisles were found in an 
orderly relation with spatial configuration. In which the primary aisles represented high integration, thereby ensuring 
accessibility and during drill the workers preferred those aisles as escape routes. Thus the correspondence of 
observed movement patterns with the morphological attributes (R=n and CN) indicates that the configuration of the 
grid that generated the ‘natural movement’ acted as a good guide for occupants’ ‘evacuation movement’. 

 

6.2. LOCATION OF EXIT DOORS IN TERMS OF SPATIAL CHARACTER 
Experts of Tokyo University of Science commented in a review (2010) that in BNBC (2006) arrangement of exit 
door is not specified. In fact, most critical aspect of evacuation process is the location of Exit Doors in relation to the 
configuration of space, i.e. pattern of aisles; therefore, during designing the Means of Egress, major focus needs to 
be assigned in fixing the location of exit doors in relation to the configuration of space. Axial analysis represents the 
accessibility (i.e. Integration R=n) of aisles, whereas VGA shows the accessibility (R=n) and connectivity (CN) of 
points, like exit doors. In general, exit doors were found to be located on primary aisles or were connected to it by 
pocket type spaces. However, invariably all exit doors were not located on highly integrated and connected points. 
(Fig: 4 and 5) In Case study-3, out of four Exits, the integration was high as one approached towards the exit-doors 
of two stairs; whereas, the other two exit doors were located in segregated zones which also had lower connectivity 
due to their relation to rest of the workplace. When compared to observed movements those segregated exit doors 
showed poor performance. (Table: 2) In Case study- 4, two of the transverse primary aisles were highly integrated; 
but integration as well as connectivity were reduced as one approached towards the exit-doors due to their alignment 
in relation to aisles. In opposite, the Exit doors of Case study-2 showed integration and connectivity measure had 
great impact on evacuation. Similar situation was observed in case of Case study -5 in which major flow was 
observed through the exit door near stair-3 which was in line with the integrated primary aisle. In fact, the zones 
where the primary aisles were meeting at right angle to each other without any obstruction had higher integration 
and connectivity and such conditions qualify as good locations for exit doors.  

 

Beyond these spatial attributes, exit doors were again affected by their location in relation, either parallel or 
perpendicular, to the primary aisles. In a number of cases orderly and faster evacuation was observed while the exit 
doors were perpendicular to the primary aisles.  Sometimes the situation was emphasized if the exit doors were 
located at junction of two primary aisles. In some cases the relation was not that simple. For example, in Case study-
1, the exit door of stair-1 was not directly accessible from the adjacent primary aisles causing the majority of 
evacuees to take two extra turns near the exit. Similar was the situation with Case study-4 and 6. Furthermore, stair-
2 of Case study-1 was accessed through a pocket type space which reduced accessibility from different aisles. Both 
these situations, i.e. extra turns and pockets, performed as point of possible congestion during evacuation, thereby, 
failed to achieve the aims of orderly evacuation and lingers the evacuation time. Over and above, exits having 
complex circulation pathway like in case study-3 had negative impact on movement creating clogging and time loss. 

 

6.4. MORPHOLOGICAL CUES IN AGENT-BASED ANALYSIS  
It is claimed that Agent model is instrumental to acquire a better understanding of the cognitive basis of ‘natural 
movement’ and probably explain navigation and way finding. (Kinda. et.al 2012) Three types of movement flows 
are considered is research. First type is ‘Simulated movement flow’ which is generated through following the 
morphology of the escape route layout (Fig. 6); second type is ‘Simulated Evacuation movement flow’ which is 
generated considering the exit door located on escape route layout (Fig. 7) and finally the third one is ‘Observed 
movement flow’ which is generated during fire-drill through assigned exit doors. The gate count value of two types 
of simulated movement flow are obtained through agent simulation and gate count value of observed movement is 
obtained during fire drill. 
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Fig: 6: Simulated Movement for all six cases ((Note: Floor Plans are not in the same Scale) 

 
Fig: 7. Simulated Evacuation Movement (towards Exits only) of Case Studies 
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In Table: 3, Sub-Table 3.1 and 3.2 confirm that in these factories Integration (R=n) and Connectivity (C=N) had 
been moderate guide of natural movement. While agents are released from exit doors, after analyzing a space with 
forward kind of vision, the system shows a map indicating the path of movement by agents and also there preferred 
choice of route during evacuation. Agents tend not to turn round but keep going forwards and do miss the 
shortcuts.  This difference leads to a completely different analysis result away from VGA. Here in all the cases such 
differences between VGA and Agents’ simulation were clear (Sub-Table 3.3 and 3.4). In most of the cases agents 
have selected the kind of aisles for evacuation, which were not located at highly integrated or connected points of 
VGA. It is important to note that during ‘evacuation movement’ the agents’ did not follow the usual morphological 
clues as like as ‘natural movement’; in which location of exits had influenced their movement path during 
simulation of the evacuation scenario. 

Table: 3: Correlation between Spatial Morphological attributes and Movement Flow 

 
 

While compared, lack of correspondence between the agents’ ‘evacuation movement’ with the observed movement 
was common in all six cases. As the cumulative paths yielded from both conditions, i.e. virtual and observed, 
differed considerably, apparently this contradicts studies demonstrating that movement patterns in virtual and real 
conditions correlate. In fact, ‘evacuation movement’ in this study was highly task oriented, i.e. reaching the exit 
doors within a shortest time, while for example; Conroy’s research (2001) looked at a non-task oriented behavior in 
an art gallery. This might be one possible reason for the differences in the findings between the two studies. On the 
whole, agents’ ‘evacuation movement’ did not follow the regular morphological clues as it was theoretically 
supposed to follow restricted routes as oppose to free routes of ‘natural movement’. This seems agents took the 
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shortest as well as easiest routes from individual points up to exit/s within the given guidance of visibly and 
movement set for agents. On the other hand, during evacuation it has been observed that inmates mostly followed 
integrated primary aisles. Thus it can be claimed here that during evacuation inmates had taken cues from the 
morphological attributes of the aisles which guided ‘natural movement’ i.e. movements from every point to every 
other point. However, the obtained data can be explained in a way that in an evacuation scenario, way finding was 
still an important issue since as soon as something happens, people look for the most natural/common ways of 
getting out of the environment, but when space gets saturated with people, then everything gets chaotic. Therefore, 
by rearranging aisles and exits the spatial configuration of the escape route could be aligned with the ‘natural 
movement’ desire lines and which can be predicted to enhance the fluency of the movement and reduce the chaotic 
behavior. In such situation agents’ movement would use the morphological clues of normal situation instead of 
emergency situation; thereby ensuring evacuation which will depend on users cognitive responses of the spatial 
layout. As a result, escape routes would follow more familiar routes and fire drills would become more orderly and 
self-controlled. Thus, it can be suggested here that in an effective escape route ‘evacuation movement’ would 
correspond to ‘natural movement’ and inmates will be confident to follow those being familiar because of their 
regular movement.   

 

 7. RECOMMENDATIONS  
According to current Codes and Rules, Escape Route needs to ensure safe and easy journey from the production area 
to nearest Exit doors. Except setting a number of objectives for layout of Escape Routes, no detail guideline is found 
in the codes or standards; like BNBC, NFPA. In fact, escape routes mostly cover all circulation aisles; therefore, no 
special consideration is suggested for layout design of escape route. This research identifies that depending on 
functional hierarchy, Primary and Secondary aisles need to be identified which will be the starting point in 
specifying their spatial attributes. While analyzed spatially, the case studies revealed that the Escape Routes need to 
qualify configurationally with the morphological properties of the production area. The findings from spatial 
analysis lead to certain recommendations for Escape Route through designing the configuration of aisles in relation 
to exits, which perhaps would improve the evacuation process over and above the currently prescribed egress system 
by the fire experts.  
 

7.1. ESCAPE ROUTE IN RELATION TO SPATIAL CONFIGURATION  
Consideration of spatial logic in demarcating aisles in a factory layout for general as well as evacuation movement 
has significant impact on egress system as inmates usually take cues from morphological properties, like 
accessibility.  Following are the recommendations:  

 

- Escape Routes should be laid considering the generic spatial characteristics of aisles, particularly following the 
spatial integration pattern (R=n), i.e. degree of accessibility of aisles. Highly integrated lines need to be selected as 
primary aisles, which connect the exits, to ensure high volume of movement along these accessible lines during 
evacuation. In this way, integrated primary aisles would be able to help the evacuees to reach the exits while 
following there known routes, thereby ensuring ease of movement. 

 

- Primary aisles following the theory of ‘natural movement’ would carry major circulation during day to day activity 
within the floor from every point to every other point and for this reason these aisles would have significant position 
in the cognition of the users. Therefore, special focus should to be placed in designing to those aisles which are 
identified as primary aisles as their role in evacuation seems significant. 

 

- Primary aisles need to correspond to the highly integrated (R=n) lines linking high connectivity (CN) points which 
will ensure that while evacuees would be heading for primary aisles from secondary aisles, they would reach more 
accessible and connected points of the floor from their individual positions.    

 

7.2. LOCATION OF EXIT DOORS IN TERMS OF SPATIAL CHARACTER 
In designing Means of Egress, major focus to be assigned in fixing the location of Exit doors which need to be 
strengthened by specifying their spatial characteristics. 
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- Exit doors should be connected to primary aisles which again should have high value in terms of Integration (R=n). 

- Exit Doors should be located on highly integrated (R=n) and connected (CN) points (locations). In reverse, Exit 
doors at segregated locations should be avoided. 

- Exit doors should be directly accessible from adjacent primary aisles without inducing any extra turn before 
evacuation. Any pocket type space before entering the Exit door should be avoided as it hampers accessibility. 

 

8.  CONCLUSION: 

The Escape Route in relation to emergency evacuation of workers in RMG factories in Bangladesh has significant 
impact on human life as well as on national economy of Bangladesh. In the codes defining egress system, presently 
little consideration is assigned on the design and implementation of Escape Route in morphological terms. This 
research has focused on morphological characteristics of production areas in setting the layout of the Escape Route 
and thereby save lives in case of fire. It has been identified that the configuration of the grid that generated the 
‘natural movement’ in factory floors would act as a good guide for occupants’ ‘evacuation movement’ only when 
the grid hierarchy, i.e. primary and secondary, coincides with morphological attributes. Thus it can be suggested that 
morphological cues for movement needs essential consideration during design of factory buildings and 
corresponding layout of escape routes. This spatial logic of factory layout as well as its escape route can be an 
important guide in egress system. Indeed, morphological cues should be a good guide during evacuation in addition 
to verbal instruction. Finally it came up with a set of recommendations which need to be considered in designing, 
implementing and auditing of factories. Thus, this research would directly contribute to ensure the compliance of the 
factory buildings to earn the excepted national target. Further research is needed to incorporate the associated issues 
and set some guideline for concern authorities. 
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